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Summary 

 

Organic luminophores are widely used as active materials in various optoelectronic devices including 

organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and optical sensors. Further generation of organic 

luminophores with enhanced or even unique properties can predictively leads to improvement 

efficiency of known optoelectronic devices or even to discovery of novel devices. Newly designed 

and synthesised derivatives of 5,5-dioxi-phenothiazine, benzophenone and sulfonyldi-4,1-phenylene, 

bis[4-(5,5-dioxo-10H-phenothiazin-10-yk)phenyl]methanone (compound 1) and 10,10'-(sulfonyldi-

4,1-phenylene)bis-10H-phenothiazine-5,5-dioxide (compound 2) were selected for this study aiming 

to find their most appropriate applications in optoelectronic devices. With such propose, 

photophysical properties of compounds 1 and 2 in different media were provided using various 

spectroscopic techniques, such as photoluminescence spectra measurement at different temperature 

and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. Both materials emitted blue light under UV excitation 

in low-polarity solutions and solid-state film. Moreover, those materials were characterised by 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence which allows harvesting of both singlet and triplet excitons 

in OLEDs under electrical excitation required for 100% of internal quantum efficiency of such 

devices. When compounds 1 and 2 were used as emitting layer in OLEDs, the fabricated devices 

showed maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) up to 1.2%. Such relatively low EQE is related 

to low photoluminescent quantum yield (up to 9.3%) of the studied compounds in solid films. 

Fortunately, compound 1 showed external stimuli responsive fluorescence behaviour being good for 

optical sensors. Intensity enhancements (up to 83 times) and colour high-energy shifts (in the range 

of CIE coordinates from (0.29; 0.45) to (0.17; 0.16)) were detected for solutions of compounds 1 

under different doses of UV excitation. Due to the best of our knowledge, such phenomenon was first 

time observed here for acceptor*-acceptor-acceptor*type organic luminophores. Such fluorescence 

behaviour of compound 1 is most probably attributed to its conformational changes under external 

stimuli. It was demonstrated that detected properties of compounds 1 can be useful for its unique 

applications in ultraviolet radiation dosimeters. Under UV power in the range of 0-350 μW, DMF 

solutions of compound 1 showed linear UV response with slope of 115500 (R2=0.93) demonstrating 

very high UV sensitivity.  
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Santrauka 

Organiniai liuminoforai plačiai naudojami įvairiuose optoelektroniniuose prietaisuose kaip organiniai 

šviesą skleidžiantys diodai (OLED) ir optiniuose sensoriuose. Nauji organiniai liuminoforai su 

geresnėmis ar net unikaliomis savybėmis gali padidinti žinomų optoelektroninių prietaisų efektyvumą 

ar net leisti atrasti naujas šių medžiagų pritaikymo galimybes. Sukurti nauji junginiai su 5, 5-dioksi-

fenotiazino, benzonono ir sulfodnil-4,1-phenileno fragmentais, bis[4-(5,5-diokso-10H-fenotiazin-10-

ik)fenil]metanonas (1) ir 10,10'-(sulfonyldi-4,1-fenilene)bis-10H-phenotiazine-5,5-dioksidas buvo 

tiriami šiame darbe siekiant surasti labiausiai tinkamą pritaikymą. Su šiuo tikslu, šios dvi medžiagos 

buvo tiriamos įvairiais spektroskopiniais metodais, tokiais kaip fotoliuminescencijos priklausomybė 

nuo temperatūros. Abi medžiagos, 1 ir 2, pasižymėjo mėlynos spalvos emisija, tiek kietos būsenos 

bandiniuose, tiek silpnai poliškuose tirpaluose. Taip pat, abiejų medžiagų emisija galima 

charakterizuoti kaip termiškai aktyvuota uždelsta fluorescencija, kas leistų pasiekti 100 % vidinį 

kvantinį efektyvumą. Dėl to, šios medžiagos buvo naudotos organiniuose šviestukuose kaip šviesą 

skleidžiantys sluoksniai. OLED prietaisai su 1 ir 2 medžiaga pasiekė 1,2 % išorinį kvantinį 

efektyvumą. Tokie sąlyginai žemi efektyvumai yra susiję dėl žemų fotoliuminescencijos kvantinių 

išeigų  kietos būsenos bandiniuose (iki 9,3 %). Šio tyrimo metu medžiagoms 1 ir 2 buvo taikomas 

apdorojimas UV šviesa. Šis eksperimentas parodė, kad tirpalus su medžiaga 1 paveikus UV šviesa, 

tirpalo emisinės savybės pasikeičia. Taigi, šitame darbe pirma kartą aprašomas sustiprintos emisijos 

fenomenas, kuomet emisijos spalva pasikeičia, o intensyvumas išauga, sukeltas UV spinduliuotės. 

Žinant tai, fotofizikinės savybės apdorotų 1 tirpalų buvo tiriamos. Pastebėta, kad apdorojant UV 

šviesa intensyvumas gali išaugti net iki 83 katrų, o emisijos spektras pasislinkti iki 88 nm link 

didesnės energijos bangos ilgių (CIE koordinačių sistemoje spektrų padėtis pasikeičia iš (0,29; 0,45) 

į (0,17; 0,16)). Medžiagos 1 emisijos fenomenas paaiškintas UV spinduliuotės sukeltu molekulės 

konformacijos pakitimu. Buvo parodyta, kad atrastos medžiagos 1 savybės gali būti naudingos kaip 

unikalus UV spinduliuotės dozimetru. Medžiaga 1 DMF tirpale 0-350 μW UV galios regione parodė 

linijinę priklausomybę su 115500 (R2=0.93) krypties koeficientu, kas rodo stiprų jautrumą UV 

spinduliuotei. 
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Introduction 

Since the beginning of mankind, light was one of the most important thing in human life. As 

technology evolved, light sources also advanced. In the last hundred years light sources went from 

candles to light emitting diodes. It is hard to imagine life without artificial light, TVs, smartphones, 

cars, which in the past was based inorganic materials1. But nowadays more and more scientists and 

manufacturers try to incorporate organic materials into electronics devices2 . Organic light emitting 

diodes are used in portable electronic displays and TVs, organic field effect transistors are used in car 

radios3, digital camera manufacturers use organic materials in optical sensors to replace silicon-based 

photodetectors4. Organic semiconductors are used from emitting light to detecting it. As new organic 

materials are created constantly, the applicability of these materials also increases. Thus, the work is 

still not over. One of the biggest research topic of organic semiconductors is OLEDs5. Since the first 

OLED in 1987 by Tang and VanSlyke6, researchers are aiming to make as perfect device as possible, 

with highest efficiencies. In the beginning, OLED devices used fluorescence emitters, which could 

only reach 25% IQE7. Later, phosphorescent emitters started being used, because of their ability to 

harvest triplets. Phosphorescent OLED could reach 100% IQE, but they used heavy metal atoms and 

have high roll-off percentage8. Later, Adachi et al. introduced new molecule design and emission 

mechanism, which harvest excitons from triplet and reach 100% IQE without using heavy metal 

atoms9. This mechanism is called thermally activated delayed fluorescence. But this mechanism has 

its flaws, there are more than few articles about efficient green emitters with TADF properties, but it 

is difficult to design TADF molecules that exceeds in blue light emission10. Another challenge in 

organic semiconductor research is finding new properties. To clarify, organic molecules react to 

changes in temperature, atmosphere, electromagnetic waves, which can affect their absorption, 

emission, charge transfer properties11, 12, 13. 

 In this work, two 5, 5-dioxi phenothiazine, benzophenone and sulfonyldi-4,1-phenylene based 

molecules were investigated aiming to find their most appropriate applications in optoelectronic 

devices. We hoped that those materials may show good results in blue OLEDs. If not, their potential 

in optical sensors were demonstrated. 

Aim of the work is to investigate nature of emission of novel selected organic luminophores towards 

efficient optoelectronic devices such as OLEDs or optical sensors. 

To reach this goal, followed tasks were identified: 

1. characterize photophysical and electrochemical properties of the selected presently 

synthesised benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene derivatives towards their potential 

applications; 

2. determinate nature of emission of the selected benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene 

derivatives in different media according steady-state and time resolved measurements under 

different conditions; 

3. towards optical sensor applications, investigation of photoluminescence properties of 

benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene derivatives under external stimuli such as UV 

excitation; 

4. test electroluminescent properties of the studied benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene 

derivatives as emitters in OLEDs; 
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5. explore possible use of benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene derivatives as active 

materials of ultraviolet radiation dosimeters.  
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1. Literature review 

1.1. Electrical conductivity 

By their conductivity properties, materials are categorized into three categories: conductors, 

semiconductors and isolators14. These categories are characterised by the position of valence and 

conduction band, and the band gap energy in between them. Conductors, usually metals, have good 

electrical conductivity properties because the valence band and conduction band overlaps, there is no 

band gap in between15.Thus electrons can freely travel from valence band to conduction band. 

However, isolators are the opposite of conductors. Their conductive band and valence band are 

separated by a wide band gap, over 10 eV 16. An electron needs a lot of energy to overcome this wide 

gap and travel from valence to conductive band.  

Semiconductors by their properties are between conductors and isolators. For instance, their band 

structure is similar to isolators, there is a band gap between valence and conduction, but it is possible 

for electrons overcome it17.  

 

Fig. 1. The conduction and valence band configuration in metal, semiconductor and insulator18  

Semiconductor can be organic or inorganic. Inorganic semiconductor is not carbon-based material, 

like silicon and gallium, that are in the majority of devices that people use: computers, tablets, 

smartphones, TVs, etc. These materials,  Si, Ga or GaAs, has crystalline structure with strong covalent 

bonds, that are hard, fragile and with high melting temperature17. While organic semiconductors are 

more flexible, has amorphous structure and low melting temperature19. 

1.2. Organic semiconductors  

Organic semiconductors are carbon-based materials with molecules consisting of conjugated systems, 

hydrocarbons with alternating single and double bonds. For example, in benzene molecular orbitals 

(MO) can be superposition of sp2 and pz orbitals. While sp2 orbitals form σ bonds, pz orbitals form 

delocalised electron cloud, π bonds. The overlap of sp2 orbitals is higher than pz orbitals, which results 

in higher energy splitting of binding σ and anti-binding σ*, compared to π and π*. The delocalised π 

system is responsible for electrical and optical properties, while σ bonds are strongest covalent bonds 

and determine mainly chemical bonds19. 
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Fig. 2. Molecular orbitals of benzene ring and its energetic states20 

The π and π* gives us Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied 

Molecular Orbital (LUMO). The energy gap between HOMO and LUMO: 

𝛥𝐸 = 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 − 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂; (1) 

here ΔE is molecules band gap. ΔE can be changed by adding additional aromatic rings, also by 

incorporating various atoms, such as oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, etc. Therefore, these adjustments 

allow to design molecules with band gap from ultraviolet (UV) to infrared (IR) light. The HOMO and 

LUMO in organic molecules can be compared to valence and conductive bands in inorganic 

molecules21 (figure 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of HOMO-LUMO levels in organic molecules and conduction-valence bandsin inorganic 

semiconductor20 
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1.3. Singlet and triplet state 

In quantum mechanics singlet and triplet states are described as the spin of the system. It is a concept 

that characterizes particles angular momentum, not mechanical rotation. A singlet state refers to a 

system in which all the electrons are paired. Thus, the angular momentum of particles is zero and spin 

quantum number s is zero (s = 0). Only one spectral line of the system is shown in the spectrum. All 

molecules that are known exist in singlet state, except molecular oxygen that exist in triplet state. 

In other case, triplet state has two unpaired electrons and its spin quantum number is equal to one 

(s=1). This means that there are three allowed values of spin components (ms  = –1; 0; +1). As a result 

the obtained spectral line will split into three lines, hence the name22. 

 

Fig. 4. spin configuration for singlet and triplet orbitals23 

When organic molecule is excited, electrically or optically, a Coulomb bound pair of a negative 

charge electron and positive charge holes is formed, which is an electrically neutral exciton. These 

excitons in organic semiconductors are called Frenkel excitons24. They are bound to the molecule 

with binding energy 0.1–1 eV and are strongly localized. Whereas this is totally different than 

Wannier – Mott excitons in inorganic semiconductors, where excitons have binding energy of a few 

meV and the size in the order of tens of lattice constants25. 

Already mentioned that singlet has one state and triplet has three states. Therefore, exciton has the 

possibility to end in singlet state or one of three triplet states. So, for electrical exciton to take end at 

singlet or triplet state ratio is 1:324. 

However, if the molecule is optically excited, there is transition from ground state S0 to an excited 

state. Transition from the ground state to excited state requires spin conservation. That means excitons 

end in singlet state and transition to triplet state is forbidden. In quantum mechanics “forbidden” 

means that the probability of this transition happening is lower than of those which are not spin-

forbidden. Thereby in organic molecules, exciting optically, the ratio of excited singlet-triplet states 

is 109:1 26. 
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1.4. Jablonski diagram 

Jablonski diagram is a widely used diagram, which explains light absorption-emission mechanisms 

in the system, usually in a molecule. It shows the position of the states, ground, excited singlet and 

triplet, also transactions that occur between them, for example, intersystem crossing and reverse 

intersystem crossing27. 

1.5. Franck – Condon principle 

Absorption of a photon is instantaneous process. During light absorption, which happens in 

femtoseconds, electrons can move, but nucleus cannot. Therefore, there is no time for the atomic 

nuclei to readjust during the process of the absorption, so it moves after the process is over only 

rearrangement of electrons is involved, which are light compared to the nucleus. Specifically, this 

atomic nucleus readjustment, after absorption process is over, brings it to vibrational motion, energy 

release without occurrence of light emission. This process is called Frank – Condon principle. In 

figure 5 absorption and fluorescence is represented in a system with identical equilibrium geometry 

in ground and excited states. Most favourable transitions are the same transitions for both absorption 

and emission, 0-0 being the strongest. In that case, emission spectrum is a mirror image of the 

absorption spectrum, for this hypothetical organic molecule. Stoke shift is the shift of the fluorescence 

spectrum bands towards lower energy wavelengths compared to the absorption. The smallest 

displacement in equilibrium geometry of the excited state is because of the reorganization of the 

molecules in the medium28. 

 

Fig. 5. Illustration of Frank-Condon principle where ground and excited states are in identical equilibrium 

geometry and absorption-emission spectra29 

1.6. Quantum yield  

The effectiveness of organic molecule emission is determined by quantum yield Φ. The differential 

definition of quantum yield reads: 

𝛷 =
ⅆ𝑛𝐸

ⅆ𝑡
⋅ [

ⅆ𝑛𝐴

ⅆ𝑡
]

−1

; (2) 
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here nE is the number of the excited states and nA is the number of photons absorbed. Alternatively, 

this formula can be used as photoluminescence quantum yield, which is the ratio of emitted photons 

and absorbed photons30. 

1.7. Fluorescence 

One of the simplest mechanisms of light emission from the excited molecule to explain is 

fluorescence. The main principle is explained in Jablonski diagram in figure 6, where excitation is 

blue arrows up, fluorescence is green arrows pointing down and internal conversions is wavy yellow 

arrow down, when molecule is excited, electron goes from ground state S0 to an excited singlet state 

Sn. Next, from Sn electron goes to S1 by relaxing energy without emitting a photon (non-radiative 

vibrational pathway). Finally, when it reaches S1, electron relaxes energy and travels back to ground 

state by emitting a photon. Fluorescence is very fast process, lasts approximately 10-9 s31. 

 

Fig. 6. Jablonski diagram of fluorescence emission mechanism31 

Fluorescence has usual occurrence in nature, pigments with fluorescent properties can be found in 

some exotic fishes and corals. 

1.8. Phosphorescence 

The process of phosphorescence differs from fluorescence. For example, excited electron goes from 

ground state S0 to Sn, then in non-radiative way travels to S1. In phosphorescent molecules electron 

does not travel S1 → S0. Because of heavy metal incorporation into the molecule weakens spin-orbit 

coupling, which leads to intersystem crossing (ISC) between singlet and triplet state. That means that 

electrons in the excited molecule travels from S1 to the forbidden state, triplet T1. Thus, during the 

intersystem crossing S1→T1 electron spin must be reversed. The transition from T1 to ground state 

S0, which is also a single state, requires spin reversal again (figure 7). As a result, spin reversal the 

energy relaxation is weaker and lasts longer, up to 1 s 32. 
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Fig. 7. Jabloski diagram of phosphorescence emission mechanism.33 

1.9. Thermally activated delayed fluorescence  

Thermally activated delayed fluorescence, more commonly known by its abbreviation TADF. This 

type of emission was known for almost a century since it was noticed by Perrin et al. back in 192934, 

but it was heavily investigated and explained in detail by Adachi et al in 201210. One of the main 

properties that molecule should have, for TADF effect to occur, is formed charge transfer (CT) state. 

Notably, CT states occurs in molecules, that consist donor (D) moiety and acceptor moiety. D part of 

the molecule donates electrons, while A part accepts them. In the connection between D and A forms 

a charge transfer, transferring holes and electrons back and forth35.  

The principle of TADF is explained in figure 8. When molecule with D-A or D-A-D moieties is 

optically excited, the D part of the molecule absorbs energy and electron goes from S0 to the locally 

excited singlet state of the donor S1 (D). Because of D-A interactions CT state is formed, there 

is lower energy CT singlet state (CT1) and electron transfers there. In competition with that, 

ISC can occur, and electron can travel from S1 (D) to locally excited triplet state of the donor 

T1 (D). These two processes compete. Now, the electrons in CT1 can travel T1 (D) by ISC 

process and harvest the triplets in that state. If the energy gap (ΔES-T) between CT1 and T1 (D) 

is small and the thermal energy of the environment is sufficient, then reverse inter-system 

crossing process can occur (RISC). RISC process is when electrons transform from triplet 

state back to singlet state. Then from CT1 electron relaxes its energy and delayed fluorescence 

occurs. Spin-flip processes between CT1 and CT3 are forbidden. TADF emitters are more 

efficient than fluorescence emitters, because of singlet and triplet harvesting. They are easier 

to design and synthesize than phosphorescence emitters, because they do not incorporate 

heavy metal atoms36. 
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Fig. 8. Jablonski diagram representing thermally activated delayed fluorescence emission mechanism 36 

1.10. Intermolecular energy transfer mechanisms 

Until now, only energy transfer mechanisms between molecule states were talked about. But it is 

important to talk about energy transfer mechanisms between molecules. In short, molecule can 

interact not just with itself or identical molecules, but also with different organic semiconductors. 

There are three major energy transfer mechanisms: reabsorption, Förster and Dexter energy transfer. 

In a solid-state system consisting of D type molecules and A types molecules radiative energy transfer 

can occur. Energy can be transferred by emission and absorption process of a photon hυ: 

𝐷∗ → 𝐷 + ℎ𝜐 ; (3) 

𝐴 + ℎ𝜐 = 𝐴∗; (4) 

here asterisk marks molecule being excited. Excited D molecule relaxes energy and emits a photon. 

That emitted photon gets absorbed by A molecule, that becomes an excited molecule37. 

Förster energy transfer is non-radiative energy transfer method. This method is based on energy 

transfer from D molecule to A molecule through dipole – dipole coupling. The mechanism of energy 

transfer is given in Jablonski diagram in figure 9. Donor molecule absorbs energy, which excites the 

molecule. Because of dipole-dipole coupling, the relaxed energy from donor molecule is transferred 

to acceptor molecule, where it can relax energy in a form of photon. Foster energy is given: 

𝐸𝐹ö𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
1

1 + (
𝑟

𝑅0
)

6 ; (5)
 

here (5) r is the distance between donor and acceptor molecules, and R0 is the distance when energy 

transfer efficiency is reduced to 50%, also known as Förster radius. The length of this energy is 5 nm 

to 10 nm38. 
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Fig. 9. Jablonski diagram showing simplified Förster energy transfer mechanism 38 

Because of the Coulombic dipole-dipole interactions, the total energy of each molecule has to be 

conserved. That means that triplet transfer from D to A is forbidden. But transfer from D singlet to A 

singlet or D singlet to A triplet is allowed: 

𝐷𝑆
∗ + 𝐴𝑆 → 𝐷𝑠 + 𝐴𝑆

∗ ; (6) 

𝐷𝑆
∗ + 𝐴𝑇 → 𝐷𝑠 + 𝐴𝑇

∗ ; (7) 

In contrast with Förster energy transfer, where transfer is based on dipole-dipole coupling, Dexter 

energy transfer is based on electron exchange between neighbour molecules. For this transfer of 

electrons between molecules to occur, molecular orbitals of neighbouring molecules should overlap. 

That means, that the transfer distance is shorter than 1 nm. The mechanism of Dexter energy transfer 

is given in figure 9. Excited electron in D* molecule goes from S0 to S1. Because of MO of both D 

and A molecules are overlapping, the electron can transfer from D* S1 to A S1. Now A molecule has 

electron in the excited state. At the same time A gives an electron back from S0 to D ground state39, 

40. 

 

Fig. 10. Jablonki diagram showing simplified Dexter energy transfer mechanism41 
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Dexter transfer mechanism, based on Wigner-Witmer rule42, requires total spin of the configuration 

to be conserved throughout the transfer process. So, the allowed transfers of the mechanism are: 

𝐷𝑆
∗ + 𝐴𝑆 → 𝐷𝑠 + 𝐴𝑆

∗ ; (8) 

𝐷𝑇
∗ + 𝐴𝑆 → 𝐷𝑠 + 𝐴𝑇

∗ ; (9) 

1.11. Organic light emitting diode structure 

The structure of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) evolved drastically since the first introduced 

OLED in 1987 by Tang and VanSlyke6. Their approach was to use Alq3 
45 material as an emitting 

layer (EML) between two charge injection layers. Nowadays, to reach good volt-current, brightness 

and lifetime characteristics scientists and manufacturers use more complex structures. Emitting layers 

are the most important part of the OLED, but for it to emit light, charges need to recombine in that 

EML. That is why charge injection layers, hole injection (HIL) and electron injection (EIL), are 

used46. In most cases there is a large energy gap between HOMO-LUMO levels of EMT and charge 

injection layers. To balance this charge transport layers, hole transporting (HTL) and electron 

transporting (ETL), are used. By incorporating transporting materials with adjusted HOMO-LUMO 

levels, charges will reach recombination region smoothly47. By using materials with right charge 

mobility properties and thickness, charge recombination region can be shifted to the EML. To avoid 

exciton diffusion or charge leakage, which can cause broadening of recombination region, decreased 

efficiencies and colour impurities, charge blocking layers were started to use. Hole blocking layer 

(HBL) has appropriate HOMO-LUMO levels to let electrons pass to the EML and blocks 

transportation of holes. Vice versa situation is for electron blocking layer (EBL)48. From both sides 

of this OLED structure there are electrodes, cathode and anode. Whole structure is deposited on a 

solid transparent substrate, glass or polymer. The simplified structure and OLED working principle 

is given in figure 11. The charges are injected and travels towards EML, where holes and electron 

recombine to produce a photon. Furthermore, the materials can be used for more than one purpose, 

as an injection and transporting layer, or as transporting and blocking layer, to simplify the structure 

and enhance efficiency and stability49. 

 

Fig. 11. Simplified structure of OLED device with showed recombination process principle5 
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1.12. OLED characteristics 

Having OLED structure with balanced well designed structure and emitting material with great 

emission properties, leads to achieving great characteristics. The characterisation of OLED is based 

on a set of empirical standardised definitions. The luminous flux (measured in lumens) is total 

photometric power emitted in all directions from a light source. Whereas luminous intensity 

(measured in candela) is defined as luminous flux emitted into specific angle. This value takes into 

account the colour of the light and direction. Finally, the illuminance and luminance. It is defined as 

luminous flux and luminous intensity per unit of area, usually square meter, respectively50.  

The required typical brightness levels of light emitting device are given in figure 12. 

 

Fig. 12. Graph showing different brightness requirements for different applications51 

Most important characteristic is OLED efficiency, which is composed of current efficiency power 

efficiency and quantum efficiency. Quantum efficiency can be separated into internal and external 

quantum efficiency (EQE). The later, EQE, is the most important of all mentioned. 

Current efficiency (CE) describes amount of current flowing through devices emissive layer 

necessary to produce certain amount of luminescence49. The CE equation is as given: 

𝜂𝐶𝐸 =
𝐿

𝐽
; (10) 

Here (10) J is current density. 

Power efficiency (PE) is characteristic described is the ratio of optical flux to the electrical input 

(11)52. The equation of PE is as given: 

𝜂𝑃𝐸 = 𝜂𝐶𝐸

𝑓𝐷𝜋

𝑉
; (11) 

Where V is applied voltage, ηCE is CE at the applied voltage and fD is the angular distribution of 

emitted light in the hemisphere. 
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Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is a value that describes the efficiency of light generation through 

charge recombination inside the device53. IQE depends on device structure and the 

photoluminescence properties of an emitter (12). The formula of IQE is as given:  

𝜂𝐼𝑄𝐸 = 𝛾 ∗ 𝜂𝑆𝑇 ∗ 𝛷𝑃𝐿; (12)  

here γ is a value that is a fraction of injected carriers, that form exciton, which is a value that depends 

on the structure of the device. While ηST, which is value that describes emitters ability to harvest 

excitons in singlet and triplet state, and ΦPL, which is value of photoluminescence quantum yield, 

describes the ration between absorbed and emitted photons. The value of ηST depends on the type of 

the emitter. As mentioned before, probability of excitons landing on singlet or triplet state is 1:3. 

Therefore, fluorescence emitters use only singlets, so the value ηST would only be 0.25. However, 

phosphorescent and TADF emitters harvest excitons from triplet state, so there ηST value can reach 

absolute 154. The ΦPL can be equal to 1 for all three types of emitters. 

EQE takes in the account that light gets trapped inside of the device, so this value is concerned about 

the light that escapes53. That is why value of outcoupling efficiency 𝜂𝑂𝑈𝑇 is taken into account: 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 = η𝐼𝑄𝐸 ∗ η𝑂𝑈𝑇; (13) 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 = 𝛾 ∗ 𝜂𝑆𝑇 ∗ 𝛷𝑃𝐿 ∗ η𝑂𝑈𝑇; (14) 

EQE can be considered as the ratio of number of photons that escaped the device and number of 

charges that were injected (14). 

1.13. Light outcoupling 

The amount of light that escapes the OLED is limited. It is limited by optical interfaces of the 

materials characterised by different refractive indexes. This causes trapped modes inside of the device 

(figure 13). Simplified definition of outcoupling efficiency for the planar device, according to ray 

optics, can be written like this: 

𝜂𝑂𝑈𝑇 =
1

2𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠
2 ; (15) 

here (15) nglass is the refractive index of glass. The refractive index of standard glass is 1.51. Then 

ηOUT is equal 0.22. Need to note, that this value of outcoupling efficiency is applied only for standard 

planar bottom emitting OLED device. For different configuration OLED device this value may 

different40. 
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Fig. 13.  Simplified process of how light gets trapped inside OLED device 55 

As mentioned, for different configurations the outcoupling efficiency can differ. That is why scientists 

try to extraction of light by incorporating additional layers, using different interface patterns or lenses, 

as it showed in figure 1456.  

 

Fig. 14.  Two possibilities of how to increase light outcoupling efficiency in OLED device, by using half-

sphere lens or patterned surface 56 

1.14. Commission International d’Eclairage (C-I-E) coordinates 

Humans perceives light colour and intensity from interpretation of two different cells that are in an 

eye’s retina. Those cells are the cone and rode cell, respectively. The cone cells function well in bright 

conditions. The rod cell is more sensitive and easily saturates under intensive illumination. Cone cells, 

because they are not as sensitive to intensity of illumination, are sensitive to colour of the light. They 

are sensitive to three main wavelengths: blue, green and red, with a large overlap in between. 

Therefore, all colours that humans see, can be expressed as combination of those three main colours. 

In general, any colour can be expressed by chromaticity coordinates x and y on the CIE diagram. The 

boundaries of this horseshoe type diagram contains colours of all the monochromatic light human eye 

can see (figure 15)57. 
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Fig. 15.  CIE1931 diagram57 

1.15.  Organic sensors 

It is not possible to imagine today’s world without sensors. They are in almost every electronic device 

these days: from TVs, smartphones, to cars and smart fridges. A sensor is a device that responds to 

some stimulus by generating a functionally related output. Exposure to a certain analyte or change in 

ambient conditions alters one or more of its properties (e.g. mass, electrical conductivity, capacitance, 

etc.) in a measurable manner, either directly or indirectly. Main sensor characteristics58 are: 

• Accuracy defines how correctly the sensor output represents the true value 

• Error is the difference between the true value of the quantity being measured and the actual 

value obtained from the sensor 

• Precision is the estimate which signifies the number of decimal places to which a measurand 

can be reliably measured 

• Resolution signifies the smallest incremental change in the measurand that will result in a 

detectable increment in the output signal. Resolution is strongly limited by any noise in the 

signal 

• Sensitivity is the ratio of incremental change in the output of the sensor to its incremental 

change of the measurand in input. 

Majority of sensors are made from inorganic materials. But organic materials as sensors getting 

a lot attention in past few years. They can offer many advantages, comparing to inorganic 

materials. They can be deposited on large area surfaces and at near room temperature. Also, they 

can be deposited on flexible support, like plastic or paper. This allows manufacture disposable 

sensors with cheaper roll-to-roll technology. The sensors properties can be adjusted by chemical 

synthesis, especially electronic properties (energy affinity and band gap)59. 
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One of the ways organic semiconductors operate is their photophysical properties. For example, 

materials that exhibits room temperature phosphorescence. Because of how oxygen quench 

emission from triplet state, this type of materials can be used as oxygen sensing material60. 

Another application of organic materials is organic photo-sensors61. Typical camera sensors rely 

on silicon to trap photons and turn them into electrons. Fujifilm has pioneered the use of 

compounds to do the same job. By placing the photosensitive layer on top of the electronics, the 

organic sensor design is expected to reach a nearly 100% fill factor the percentage of the surface 

area sensitive to light — resulting in increased low-light sensitivity. 

 

Fig. 16.  Comparison between organic and silicon-based photo-sensor 61 

 

Taking in account that further generation of organic luminophores with enhanced or even unique 

properties can predictively leads to improvement efficiency of known optoelectronic devices or even 

to discovery of novel devices, two 5, 5-dioxi phenothiazine, benzophenone and sulfonyldi-4,1-

phenylene based molecules (compounds 1 and 2) were selected as active materials for OLEDs and/or 

optical sensors in this work. Photophysical and electrochemical properties of the selected compounds 

1 and 2 were characterized. Nature of emission of compounds 1 and 2 in different media were 

determined according steady-state and time resolved measurements at different temperatures. 

Photoluminescence properties of compounds 1 and 2 udder external stimuli such as UV excitation 

were investigated. Electroluminescent properties of compounds 1 and 2 as emitters in OLEDs were 

tested. Possible use of compounds 1 and 2 as active material of ultraviolet radiation dosimeters was 

explored.    
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2. Experimental section 

2.1. Instrumentation 

Providing photophysical measurements, materials were tested in solvent and solid state. Material 

concentration in a solution was 0.05 mg/ml. Then quartz cuvette filled with solution was used for 

absorption and emission measurements. For the UV treatment of the solvents a standard UV light 

source was used with 275 nm and 364 nm wavelength lamps. Solid state films on a glass substrate 

were deposited by using spin-coating technique with “Spin 150” (v=1500 rpm, a=250 rpm/s, t=50s). 

Spin-coater is integrated into “MBRAUN MB EcoVap4G” glove box, where inert atmosphere is 

maintained, O2<10 ppm. For making solid state samples 2 mg/ml material solution was used. Glass 

substrates before deposition were cleaned with organic solvents, acetone, chloroform, and then cleaned 

UV ozone cleaner from “OSSILA”. For PLQY measurements materials were vacuum deposited using 

“Kurt J. Lesker” vacuum chamber with two heaters for organic materials and two heaters for inorganic 

materials. 

 

Fig. 17.  “MBRAUN MB EcoVap4G” glowebox 

Absorption measurements were done using “Avantes AvaSpec-2048XL” spectrophotometer, 

measurement range 200–1160 nm, 0.47 nm resolution, with symmetrical Czerny-Turner monochromator. 

Light source for absorption measurements was “AvaLight-DHc”, which has deuterium lamp (emission 

range 200–500 nm).  

a) 

 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 18. a) “Avantes AvaSpec-2048XL” spectrophotometer, b) scheme of spectrophotometer  

Additional photophysical measurements were done using “Edinburg Instruments FLS980” spectrometer. 

Light source used for measuring photoluminescence spectrum is xenon arc discharge lamp, emitting 

230–1000 nm wavelength. The resolution of measured spectrum can be 0.05 nm. Single and double 
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grating Czerny-Turner monochromators are available in the FLS980 with 300 mm focal length, high 

optical throughput, excellent stray light rejection and low temporal dispersion. For 

photoluminescence life-time decay measurements “PicoQuant LDH-D-C-375” laser was used,  

λ = 374nm, maximum laser power 10 mW. The temperature depending measurement were done using 

“Oxford Instrument Optistat DN2” cryostat. The PLQY measurements were done using integrated 

sphere.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

d) 

 

Fig. 19. a) sphere used for PLQY measurements, b) spectrometer “FLS980”, c) working principle of PLQY 

sphere, d) working principle of spectrometer 

Sensitivity measurements were done using a homemade set-up, consisting of UV lamp (275 nm) and 

silicon photodiode PH100-Si-HA-D0t, which are in a box. The cuvette with solution and detector was 

at the same distance from UV source, the power of UV light is measured. After the power is known, 

the solution is treated with UV light for 10 min. After the treatment was done, photoluminescence 

spectrum was measure. After the measurement new solution was used and placed together with 

detector closer to the UV lamp. 

 

Fig. 20. Simplified scheme of setup used for sensitivity measurements 
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Molecules crystallographic analysis was done by using “Rigaku XtaLab” mini diffractometer. X-ray 

source was graphite monochromated Mo Kα (λ = 0.71075 Å). Measurements were done at room 

temperature. 

To determine energies of ionisation potential and electron affinities cyclic-voltammetry (CV) 

measurements were done. CV measurements were done with glassy carbon working electrode in three 

electrode cell. Measurements of dry room temperature 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) solvent (as the electrolyte) were performed using “EcoChemie 

Autolab PGSTAT20” potentiostat under nitrogen atmosphere. Experiments data was collected using 

“General Purpose Electrochemical System” software. Electrochemical cell consists of three 

electrodes: platinum wire and platinum coil as working electrode and auxiliary electrode respectively 

and Ag wire, which is reference electrode calibrated for ferrocene redox. Potential rate was 50 mV/s. 

Ionisation potential was calculated from onset oxidation potential by using relationship: 

IP =  𝐸𝑜𝑥
𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡  +  4.8 (16) 

Electron affinity was calculated using the onset reduction potential: 

EA =  𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡  +  4.8 (17) 

For device preparation organic layers were vacuum deposited on glass substrate coated with indium-

tin-oxide (ITO). ITO glass substrates, with sheet resistivity of 15 Ω/sq, were patterned using zinc dust 

and hydrochloric acid (HCl). Using “Kurt J. Lesker” vacuum chamber, which is integrated in the 

glovebox organic and metal layers were deposited. The depositions were done under 2x10-5
 mbar 

pressure. Shutter protects samples from unwanted depositions. To ensure uniform deposition, sample 

holder is rotating throughout the process. The temperature of organic and metal evaporators is 

controllable.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

Fig. 21. a) and b) “Kurt J. Lesker” evaporation chamber used for organic materials and metal deposition, c) 

schematics of the evaporation chamber 

Device characteristics, such as current density–voltage and luminescence intensity–voltage, were 

recorded using Keithley 6517B electrometer, calibrated silicon photodiode PH100-Si-HA-D0 together 

with the Keithley 2400C source meter. Electroluminescence spectrum dependence on voltage was 
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measured using AvaSpec-2048XL spectrometer. Device efficiencies were calculated with “MatLab” 

program, using luminescence, current density and electroluminescence characteristics. CIE 1931 

coordinates were calculated and plotted on CIE 1931 colour scheme using “MatLab” program. 

2.2. Materials 

In this work two materials were investigated. First material is bis[4-(5,5-dioxo-10H-phenothiazin-10-

yk)phenyl]methanone (1) and second is 10,10'-(sulfonyldi-4,1-phenylene)bis-10H-phenothiazine-

5,5-dioxide. Both molecules, 1 and 2, are symmetrical, have the same moiety on the sides, 5,5-dioxo-

10H-phenothiazine. Difference is between 1 and 2 is moieties that connects dioxo-phenothiazine. 

While in molecule 1 the middle part is benzophenone, in molecule 2 it is sulfonyldi-4,1-phenylene. 

Materials 1 molar mass is 648.79 g/mol and material 2 molar mass is 684.84 g/mol. Materials were 

designed and synthesized by Edgaras Narbutaitis in Kaunas University of Technology. 

 

Fig. 22. Chemical structure of materials 1 and 2 

For solvatochromism measurements different solvents were used: toluene, σ-xylene, chloroform, 

tetrahydrofuran, N, N- dimethylformamide and acetonitrile. Solvents has different dielectric 

constants and different orientation polarizability (table 1). All the materials were commercially 

available. 

Table 1. Characteristics of used solvents 

Solvent Dielectric constant ε Refractive index n Orientation polarizability 

 Δf(ε, n) 

Toluene 2.38 1.49 0.014 

σ-Xylene 2.57 1.505 0.027 

Chloroform 4.81 1.44 0.149 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 7.58 1.41 0.210 

N, N- dimethylformamide 

(DMF) 

37 1.43 0.284 

Acetonitrile 37.5 1.344 0.30 

In table 1 the values of orientation polarizability Δf is presented, those values are calculate using 

dielectric constant and refractive index: 

𝛥𝑓 =
𝜀 − 1

2𝜀 + 1
−

𝑛2 − 1

2𝑛2 + 1
(18) 
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Materials used in device preparation are showed in figure 22 and their characteristics are given in 

table 2. 

Table 2. Characteristics of materials used in device manufacturing  

Materials Chemical name Purpose HOMO, eV LUMO, eV 

MoO3 62 Molybdenum Oxide HIL -5.3 -2.3 

C7063 [5,6]-Fullerene-C70 HTL -6.1 -4.2 

mCP64 9,9-(1,3-phenylene)bis-9H-carbazole EBL -6.1 -2.4 

TSPO165 Diphenyl[4-(triphenylsilyl)phenyl]phosphine 

oxide 

HBL -6.8 -2.5 

TPBi66  2,2′,2"-(1,3,5-Benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-

H-benzimidazole) 

ETL -6.2 -2.7 

LiF67 Lithium fluoride HIL -3.7 

 

Fig. 23.  Chemical structure of materials used in device manufacturing 

2.3. Device structure 

The structure of the devices with material 1 or 2 as EML was MoO3(0.2 nm)/ C70(40 nm)/ mCP (4 

nm)/ EML (20 nm)/ TSPO1 (4 nm)/ TPBi (40 nm)/ LiF (0.3 nm)/ Al (figure 24)  
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Fig. 24. Simplified structure of manufactured OLED devices 
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3. Results and discussion 

To find most appropriate applications in optoelectronic devices for the selected compounds 1 and 2, 

their photophysical, electrochemical and electroluminescent properties were deeply investigated as 

described below.  

 

3.1. Photophysical measurements 

The UV absorption spectra of different solutions were recorded (figure 25) and in both cases, material 

1 and 2, there were absorption maxima at 300, 320 and 328 nm. These maxima can be attributed to 

π→π* transitions of 5,5-dioxide phenothiazine. Furthermore, these energy bands were not reacting 

to the change of the solvent polarity. But, in absorption spectra of material 1 there is a low energy 

band, in 340–370 nm range, which was sensitive to solvent polarity (figure 25a). This energy band 

can be attributed to the formation of CT state between 5,5-dioxide phenothiazine and benzophenone 

moieties. However, formation of CT state was not noticed in material 2. 

 

Fig. 25. Absorption spectra dependence on solvent of a) compound 1 and b) compound 2 

Even though CT state formation in absorption spectra is not visible for material 2, the emission spectra 

shows positive bathochromic shift for materials 1 and 2. These bathochromic shifts can be attributed 

to formation of CT state. Knowing that polarity of the solvent affects CT, the PL emission redshifts. 

Comparing PL spectra of different polarity solutions, from toluene, which is considered non-polar, 

and acetonitrile, which is polar, it is obvious that that PL emission of material 1 shifts from 416 nm 

(toluene) to 535 nm (acetonitrile) and the difference between spectra maxima is 119 nm. The same 

situation for material 2, were the difference between these two solutions is 45 nm. The large shift of 

PL spectra indicates strong CT formation. 
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Fig. 26. PL spectra dependence on used solvent of materials a) 1 and b) 2 

Because of different CT energies in different solvents, different Stoke shifts (Δυ = υabs-υem) were 

obtained in different solutions. For example, Stokes shifts of 6390 and 5470 cm-1 were obtained for 

toluene solutions, and 11800 and 7760 cm-1 of acetonitrile solutions of 1 and 2 respectively. Different 

slopes of Lippert–Matagga plots were obtained, 19860 and 8895 cm-1, for material 1 and 2 

respectively (figure 27). The 19860 cm-1 slope of material 1 shows strong CT character, in comparison 

is among the highest of donor-acceptor type TADF emitters68. 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 27. Lippert–Matagga plots of a) Non-treated and UV treated material 1, b) material 2 

To investigate if triplet state was incorporated in the emission mechanism, the solution of toluene was 

degassed with inert gas. As it showed in figure 28 a and b, after degassing toluene solution the PL 

emission intensity increased by 6 and 2.6 times for materials 1 and 2, respectively. The PL emission 

decays of toluene solutions did not drastically change. The delayed fluorescence component got a 

little bit longer after removing oxygen from toluene solution of 1 (figure 287 c). For comparison, 

there is obvious increasement of delay component after degassing much polar acetonitrile solution of 

compound 1. The same situation is for material 2 (figure 28 d). After degassing toluene solution there 
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is no obvious change in PL emission decay graph, but there is longer delay component after degassing 

acetonitrile solution.  

a) 

 

c) 

 

b) 

 

d) 

Fig. 28.  a) material 1 solution in toluene  PL intensity dependence on oxygen, b) material 2 solution in 

toluene  PL intensity dependence on oxygen, c) material 1 solution in toluene and acetonitrile PL decay 

dependence on oxygen, d) c) material 1 solution in toluene and acetonitrile PL decay dependence on oxygen 

Even though that there the triplet state is used in the photoluminescence, the gap between singlet and 

triplet levels are quite big. The ΔEST in THF solution at 77 K of material 1 and 2 was 0.49 eV and 

0.32 eV, respectively (table 3). Large ΔEST can be a problem for effective RISC to be carried out. 

 
 

a) b) 
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Fig. 29. PL and PH spectra at 77K of a) 1 in THF solution, b) 2 in THF solution 

Absorption spectra of films 1 and 2 were only slightly red-shifted in comparison to their spectra in 

solutions, showing the same shapes of low-energy bands (Figure 25). These films emitted blue light 

under UV excitation in range from 300 nm to 340 nm having one–banded PL spectra with maximum 

at 432 and 397 nm, respectively (Figure 26). 

The PLQY of toluene solutions of 1 and 2 were 1.8% and 14.2% respectively. After application 

oxygen removal correction factor (Ideg/Inondeg) the PLQY was 10.8% and 36.9% for toluene solution 

of 1 and 2 respectively. Furthermore, the PLQY for solid-state films were 7.4% and 9.3% for 1 and 2 

respectively (table 3).  The solvatochromic effect and incorporation of triplet state leads to a 

conclusion, that compounds 1 and 2 can be characterised by thermally activated delayed fluorescence 

behaviour. 

Table 3. Photophysical and electrochemical properties of studied materials 

Material λtol, 

nm 

λfilm, 

nm 

Ideg/Inon

deg 

Eg
opt, 

eV 

ΔEST, 

eV 

IPCV, 

eV 

EACV, 

eV 

Eg
CV, 

eV 

PLQYtol
*, 

%  

PLQYfil

m, % 

1 416 432 6 3.1 0.49 6.1 3 3.1 1.8/10.8 7.4 

2 397 400 2.6 3.3 0.32 6.1 2.8 3.3 14.2/36.9 9.3 

*PLQY values in air and with applied correction factor 

3.2. Electrochemical measurements 

The electrochemical characteristics, IP and EA, of solutions with materials 1 and 2 are given in Table 

3 and CV curves are in figure 30. The  values from CV curves were calculated from the onset potential 

of first oxidation after calibrating against ferrocene. The IP values for both material 1 and 2 were 6.1 

eV. The EA values were calculated from onset of first reduction process after calibrating against 

ferrocene. These values for 1 and 2 were 3 and 2.8 eV respectively. The band gap of materials 1 and 

2 between calculated IP and EA values is 3.1 and 3.3 eV respectively. The same band gap values were 

estimated from optical measurements, onset of the absorption spectrum. 

 

Fig. 30. CV curves of materials a) 1 and b) 2 
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3.3. UV enhanced emission 

During photophysical experiments, it was observed that the emission of compound 1 changes if it 

gets exposed to UV light below 350 nm. Toluene solution of 1 emission intensified after it got treated 

by UV light. The intensity increased 13.6 times (figure 31 b). To check, if there is decomposition of 

material 1 because of UV light, the absorption spectra of toluene solution was measured before and 

after UV treatment (figure 31 a). There was no breaking in energy bands, new band appearance or 

similar effects. 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 31. a) absorption spectra of non-treated and UV treated material 1 in THF solution, b) PL intensity of of 

non-treated and UV treated material 1 in toluene solution 

The phenomena of enhanced emission occurred not only in toluene solution, but also in other, more 

polar solution, like THF or DMF. Not only intensity increased in these solutions, but the spectrum 

shifted to region of higher energy wavelengths. Intensity of compound 1 in THF increased 83.75 

times and spectra maxima blue-shifted 39 nm, from 463 nm to 424 nm (figure 32 a). Similar situation 

with DMF solution. Intensity after 10 minutes of UV treatment increased 2.4 times and spectra blue-

shifted 88 nm (figure 32 b).  

  
a) b) 

Fig. 32. PL dependence on UV treatment time of material 1 a) THF solvent, b) DMF solvent 

After UV treatment, blue-shifted maxima still depend on the polarity of the solvent. What this means 

that even if the solvent is UV treated, there is still solvatochromic effect. Which means that there is 

still CT state formation. As showed in figure 27 a, Lippert–Matagga plot, there is dependence between 
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Stokes shift and orientation polarizability. The slope of treated solvents is much smaller than non-

treated, 5105 cm-1, which can be explained by weaker CT formation.  

The PL intensity of toluene solution increases, as the temperature increases, as showed in figure 33. 

This can be explained by ISC and RISC processes, which effectiveness increases as temperature 

increases. CT state formation, solvatochromic effect, triplet harvest and intensity increasement as the 

temperature increases leads to conclusion, that material 1 has TADF properties. 

 

Fig. 33. UV treated material 1 in toluene solution PL dependence on temperature 

The UV caused PL intensity enhancement can be explained by changes in molecular conformation. 

Two crystals were grown from acetone solution, one part of the solution was UV treated. As it can 

be seen from X-ray images of molecular structure, the conformation of not treated and treated crystals 

are different. The middle part, benzophenone moiety, without treatment is plane, but after UV 

treatment, this part gets twisted. This twisting, caused by UV light, may be the reason of the induced 

emission and spectra shifts. 

 
 

a) b) 

Fig. 34. Crystal structure of crystals of material 1 grown from solution that was a) non treated b) UV treated 

3.4. OLED devices 

Material 1 and 2 were used as an emitter in OLED devices, A1 and A2 respectively. The structure of 

A1 and A2 is given in figure 24. Surrounding layers were chosen by their appropriate HOMO – 

LUMO levels. These were non-doped simple structure devices. 

Device A1 showed non-uniformed EL spectra. A shoulder was noticed in the range 345–400 nm. This 

shoulder appeared because of recombination in mCP layer. As the applied voltage increased the 
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spectra maxima shifted to the lower energy wavelength region (table 4, figure 35a). The turn-on 

voltage was 6.8 V. The maximum brightness reached 1130 cd/m2, which is decent brightness for 

computer displays and portable electronic devices (figure 12). The CE and PE reached 4.1 cd/A and 

2.1 lm/W, respectively. The EQE reached 1.2% (table 4, figure 35b). 

Table 4. Manufactured OLEDs characteristics 

Device EML λ, nm Turn-on voltage 

VON, V 

Luminescence 

max, cd/m2 

CEMAX, 

cd/A 

PEMAX, 

lm/W 

EQEM AX, 

% 

A1 1 495/521/539 6.8 1130 2.8 1.4 1.2 

A2 2 473 7.2 1060 1.1 0.49 0.52 

A2 device performance was not great either. The turn-on voltage was 7.2 V and the maximum 

brightness was 1060 cd/m2. This brightness, as the in A1 device, for portable electronic displays. The 

EL spectra were more uniform than A1 device. As the voltage increases EL spectrum becomes 

narrower. The spectra maxima were 473 nm (table 4, figure 35c). Maximum CE, PE and EQE values 

reached 1.1 cd/A, 0.5 lm/W and 0.5%, respectively (figure 35d). The efficiencies could increase for 

both devices, if device structure would be optimized.  

  
a) b) 

  
c) d) 

Fig. 35.  EL spectra of OLED devices a) A1, c) A2 and current, power and external quantum efficiencies of 

devices b) A1, d) A2  
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3.5. Ultraviolet radiation dosimeter. 

After establishing that UV induced conformational changes that leads to PL enhancement exist in 

material 1, it was decided, that solutions with compound 1 should be used as optical sensor. In this 

study three different solutions, toluene, THF and DMF, were used, to see how solvent affects material 

sensitivity and how the emission changes due to power of the UV light. First was measured toluene 

solution (figure 36). As the power increased the PL intensity also increases. For comparison, the PL 

intensity increases almost 2.4 times as the UV source power got increased from 0 μW to 145 μW. As 

showed in figure 35b, there is linear dependency between PL spectra area and power of UV treatment 

(slope was 35800 (R2 = 0.99)). 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 36.  a) PL spectra of 1 in toluene solution at UV treatment powers b) PL intensity dependence on UV 

source used for treatment 

The THF solution showed different results. As showed in figure 37a, the PL intensity increased 

drastically as the UV source power increased. As it is showed in figure 37b, the PL area considerably 

increased when UV source power was more than 100 μW. Also, it needs to be noted, that the rapid 

increasement stops after 200 μW, because solvent got saturated and no more conformational changes 

happen. It could be said, that the THF solution of compound 1 is most sensitive, when the UV source 

power is between 100 μW and 200 μW, where the slope of linear fit is 81000 (R2 = 0.95) 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 37. a) PL spectra of 1 in THF solution at UV treatment powers b) PL area dependence on UV source 

used for treatment power 
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Sensitivity measurements of DMF solution showed, that material in this solvent is not as sensitive as 

in THF. In the beginning the intensity of the spectra increased. As it showed in figure 38 b, 

increasement of PL spectra plot slows down in the 87–187 μW range. In this range intensity did not 

increased but the spectra shifted to higher energy wavelength region. After the shift intensity started 

to increase again. Sensing properties in this solvent are quite interesting, because there is almost a 

linear dependence between emission colour and UV source power (in the range of CIE coordinates 

from (0.29; 0.45) to (0.17; 0.16))  (figure 38 c). All in all, compound 1 in DMF solution showed the 

best sensitivity properties, because linear fit of spectra area dependence on UV power (figure 38 b) 

had the highest slope value, 115500 (R2 = 0.93). 

  
a) b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 38. a) PL spectra of 1 in DMF solution at UV treatment powers b) PL area dependence on UV source 

power, c) CIE 1931 coordinates dependence on UV source used for treatment power 
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Conclusions 

1. According to the photophysical investigations, benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene 

derivatives were characterized by deep blue emission with PL spectra peaked at 416 nm and 

397 nm in toluene solution, respectively. Photoluminescence quantum yield values of 7.4% 

and 9.3% were recorded for the benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene derivative in solid 

state films, respectively. Both materials showed positive solvatochromic effect which related 

to charge transfer behaviour of their emission. The derivative of benzophenone showed the 

highest slope value of 19860 cm-1 in Lippert–Matagga plot demonstrating its higher dipole 

moment in comparison to that of the preference compound (sulfonyldi-phenylene derivative).  

2. Both materials in toluene solution showed photoluminescence intensity increase after oxygen 

removal. Acetonitrile solutions of benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene derivatives 

showed longer emission decay times after oxygen removal. This allowed to characterise these 

materials as thermally activated delayed fluorescence emitters. 

3. In contrast to that of sulfonyldi-phenylene derivative, UV treatment of benzophenone 

derivative in different solutions led to either its enhanced photoluminescence intensity or 

colour changes. The emission intensity was increased and spectra was shifted to the higher 

energy wavelengths in comparison to the non-treated solutions. The enhancement is explained 

by conformational changes in molecular structure of benzophenone derivative which occurred 

under UV excitation. 

4. Electroluminescent properties of benzophenone and sulfonyldi-phenylene derivatives as 

emitters were investigated in simply structured non-doped devices. The best device based on 

benzophenone derivative showed sky-blue electroluminescence and EQE values reaching 

1.2%. Device based on sulfonyldi-phenylene derivative showed also sky-blue EL and EQE of 

0.5%. Such results are in good agreement with PLQY of benzophenone and sulfonyldi-

phenylene derivatives in solid-state. 

5. The caused by UV photoluminescence enhancement light ability of benzophenone derivative 

allowed to use it as sensor material for detection of UV light intensity. Toluene, THF and 

DMF solutions, that benzophenone derivative was in, showed different sensitivity. THF 

solution showed stronger susceptibility to UV light (its intensity enhancements up to 83 

times), while DMF solution showed wider visual emission changes (in the range of CIE 

coordinates from (0.29; 0.45) to (0.17; 0.16)) under UV excitation of different power and it 

was the most sensitive to UV light (Slope 115500 (R2 = 0.93)).  
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